We believe in education, culture, wellbeing & you

ENROL AT WORAWA FOR 2012

Worawa Aboriginal College was founded by Aboriginal visionary Hyllus Maris in 1983. At Worawa, young Aboriginal women are educated in a unique, supportive and caring way unlike anywhere else. The most important thing to remember about Worawa is that the people behind the school believe the following -

- **We believe** that it is our duty to nurture and develop your abilities
- **We believe** that we can bring out the best in you and motivate you to strive for your very best
- **We believe** that you are unique and because of this we show flexibility in our learning programs by catering to your level
- **We believe** in dedicated and committed staff that will encourage you (our student) by nurturing your self esteem and education
- **We believe** that we can provide you with the opportunity to achieve in the area of your choice so that you may live with a true sense of confidence
- **We believe** in a holistic school program – that develops your intellectual, social, physical, emotional and cultural wellbeing – a combination of mainstream education and Aboriginal culture and values

To put it simply - at Worawa we believe in you!

Worawa Aboriginal College offers a boarding lifestyle and facility that comprises five houses, each with their own house parent. A team of good people including doctors, personal trainers and chefs assist with students health and wellbeing. This includes fitness along with the provision of nutritionally balanced meals. Several other partner organisations provide support in both mental and physical health. Worawa has a partnership with the Healesville High and Upper Yarra Secondary College to provide training in trades such as hospitality, hairdressing, horticulture and land management.

At Worawa you are encouraged to take responsibility for your life actions and are encouraged daily to prepare for independent living. If you feel that Worara Aboriginal College is for you and you wish to enrol, funding support can be obtained through Abstudy. All boarding and Tuition fees may be applied for via ABSTUDY BY CALLING 132 317.

Please note: placement at Worawa Aboriginal College is not automatic. Term 1 begins on the 1st of February 2012 and places are limited. The completion of this form is only the beginning of your journey so good luck - we hope to see you here!
EXPRESSION OF INTEREST 2012

Please note this is an “Expression of Interest lodgement” only. An Official Enrolment Application Form is required to be submitted for consideration.

Step 1  Complete this form and fax to 03 59 62 2419 mail to PO Box 1250 Healesville 3777, or email registrar@worawa.vic.edu.au Submitting this Expression of Interest is only the first step in the enrolment process.

Step 2  You must submit an Official Enrolment Application Form (this must contain all required documentation)

Step 3  Apply to Abstudy for funding (132 317) This can take 28 days to process. Please advise the College of Abstudy Approval.

Name of person enquiring: ............................................................................................................ Relationship: ........................................

Contact phone: Hm: ........................................ Mob: ........................................ Fax: ........................................

Email: ........................................................................................................................................

Legal guardian: ......................................................................................................................... Relationship: ........................................

Street Address: ................................................................................................................................

Suburb: ........................................................................................................................................ Postcode: ........................................

Contact phone: Hm: ........................................ Mob: ........................................ Fax: ........................................

Email: ........................................................................................................................................

Community office phone number: ..................................................................................................

Community office fax number: ........................................................................................................

Students full name: ........................................................................................................................

Date of birth: .................................................. Expected year level: ........................................

Last Year level completed : Year 7  8  9  10 Status: CURRENT / LEFT

How did you find out about Worawa? a) Word of Mouth  b) Website  c) other ...........................................................

Does the student have relatives currently attending Worawa? ............................................................

Have relatives attended in the past? ...................................................................................................

PLEASE RETURN TO:  Worawa Aboriginal College  email: registrar@worawa.vic.edu.au  fax: 03-59-62-2419

I already have an enrolment form  YES ☐  NO ☐  [Please tick]

Please send me an enrolment application form via  Mail ☐  Email ☐  Fax ☐  [Please tick]